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Knowledge is the critical resource in ALL societal issues.
Let’s join forces...

- Education, Science, Culture
- Climate
- Human Rights
- SCP
- Energy
- Health
- Etc. etc. etc.
Knowledge for Development
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Knowledge for Development Partnership

inaugurated on 3 April 2017 at the UN Office Geneva
Knowledge Development Goals

E Goal 1: Pluralistic, diverse and inclusive knowledge societies
E Goal 2: People-focused knowledge societies
E Goal 3: Strengthening local knowledge ecosystems
E Goal 4: Knowledge partnerships
E Goal 5: Knowledge cities and rural-urban linkages
E Goal 6: Advanced knowledge strategies in public and development organisations
E Goal 7: Capture, preservation and democratisation of knowledge
E Goal 8: Fair and dynamic knowledge markets
E Goal 9: Safety, security, sustainability
E Goal 10: Legal knowledge
E Goal 11: Improved knowledge management competences
E Goal 12: Institutions of higher education to play an active role
E Goal 13: Information and communication technologies for all
E Goal 14: The arts and culture are central to knowledge societies
Knowledge Management is

• a targeted, integrated, and systematic approach

• to identifying, acquiring, creating, sharing, applying, and capturing knowledge,

• relevant to achieving the specific objectives of OPN.
Knowledge Management Process

- Knowledge goals
- Measuring knowledge
- Identifying knowledge
- Capturing knowledge
- Acquiring knowledge
- Applying knowledge
- Creating knowledge
- Sharing knowledge
Key recommendations

Sharpen OPN’s focus and diversify roles
Focus knowledge resources on implementation activities
Widen the number of contributors, strengthen local roles and capacities

Strengthen and connect communities
- Socialize knowledge (even more) through professional facilitation of communities
- Foster local/thematic communities to contextualize and adjust knowledge to user needs

Foster knowledge services
- Create a portfolio of SCP knowledge services – online and f2f
- OPN key services, professional services, peer2peer-services; external services

Optimize use of documents & resources
Structure knowledge - documents, people, external knowledge – along use cases
Provide guidance and training in Knowledge Management
• The World Café is about dialogue! Every participant is important and can contribute knowledge.

• At small tables (4-5 people) individuals can exchange their ideas related to a given topic or a powerful question.

• After sharing the views and ideas, participants change to different (!) other tables! A table host stays at the table and introduces the new participants at the previous discussions.

• After the second round, the table hosts summarize their findings and presented them to the plenum.

• Paper tablecloths are provided to create a visual memory of the conversation.
1. **What works well** on knowledge management in the One Planet network? (RED)

2. **What doesn’t work well** on knowledge management in the One Planet network? (BLUE)

3. What is the **vision for knowledge management** in the One Planet network? (YELLOW)

4. What **actions** should be taken to **strengthen knowledge management** in the One Planet network? (GREEN)